
Case Study:  

Keeping it Human Helps InfoQ and QCon Get Their Growth Grooves On 

 

 

The Growth Challenges for C4Media (owner of InfoQ and QCon properties) 

InfoQ.com is a popular site for programmers, architects, and software developers - leaders and 

innovators in their development teams. The company had a few key challenges when Kathy started:  

 An engineering-driven organization, the company had no cohesive marketing strategy plan, 

social media was on sporadic auto-pilot, inconsistent and its story lacked a consistent focus 

 The company was looking to grow InfoQ readers and QCon conference attendees (from its QCon 

conferences), and of course, its conference and sponsorship revenues  

 

Rebooted Marketing Across the Board – Content, Social, Story 

Kathy created a marketing strategy and plan for its content website, its conference brand 

(QCon) and emerging market research capabilities.  Working closely with the VP of Marketing 

and the CEO, we prioritized a plan designed to scale based on potential returns and resources.  

We developed an editorial calendar for the first time in the company’s history that had a social 

media component: including Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Slideshare.  Recently we added 

Google+ to the mix. We added content that told the story of the company and its mission to 



facilitate innovation in software development. By adding resources and technology for 

automation, as well as consistent high-quality story-based content on a regular basis, we scaled 

in a way that allowed consistent social media presence every day for both the InfoQ and QCon 

brands.   We also created lots of content for distribution: videos, articles, news, research and 

promoted across all media including social channels. 

We sharpened the story of InfoQ and its counterpart, QCon, and cross-promoted properties – 

something the company had not done before. In fact, most QCon conference attendees were 

not registered readers of InfoQ. We made inroads here, and we grew awareness and 

registration for conferences with social media.  

We created a social purpose index to tell audiences the story of how the company is delivering 

on its mission to provide unbiased, free content from practitioners (not software companies) to 

developers looking for pure information. 

Measurable Results 

As a result of working with Kathy from 2012 to 2013, the company was able to: 

 Describe in human-speak the true social and economic value they brought to the world  

 Grow registered readership ~20%  

 Grow conference revenues (attendees and sponsors) 35% year over year 

o A 60% increase in paid conference attendees for the last 3 conferences 

o A 50% increase in paid attendees year to year over QConSF 

 Increase its followers on Twitter by 32% and retweets by over 2X and social mentions over 2.5X 

 Increase social shares of its web content by >125% (FB likes grew 106%; LinkedIn followers 33 %) 

 Attract influencer coverage  from media that cover the enterprise software development space 

 

What can Kathy do for your business?   Call 408.578.8040 Email: kathy@keepingithuman.com 
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